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ECR IRELAND - INTRODUCTION
Efficient Consumer Response

“Transforming the way we work together to fulfil consumer wishes 

better, faster and at less cost.”

ECR is unique. It is a flagship for collaboration.

The objective of ECR is to encourage collaboration & learning between trading 
partners to deliver consumer benefits & value.

We do this by providing a neutral platform for retailers, manufacturers & service 
providers to discuss, debate & develop better practices and better ways of working 
together.

Typical forums for these activities include industry workgroups, store tours, 
competitions & awards, conferences and international links.

As such, ECR Ireland hosts many events for company executives from CEO level to 
head of function and practitioner level.

The major benefit of being a member of ECR Ireland is attending these peer-to-
peer forums and availing of the networking & learning opportunities.

ECR Ireland is a not-for-profit association and part of ECR Community Global Group.
ECR LEADERS CONGRESS 

02 APRIL

ECR SUPPLY CHAIN SUMMIT
11 JUNE

ECR SHOPPER CONFERENCE & AWARDS 17 
17 SEP
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CALENDAR 2020 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Steering Group 04 27 09 11

Shopper Workgroup 26 28 16 06 18

Supply Chain Group 25 13 02 03

Pharma Workgroup 26 28 06 18

Retailer Guided Store 

Tours 
#1

tbc

#2

tbc

#3

tbc

ECR CONFERENCES
tbc

Leaders 

Congress

11
Supply 

Chain 

Summit

17
Shopper 

Awards & 

Conference

ECR Community 

Quarterly Meetings
21 19,20 22, 23 tbc

ECR IRELAND EVENTS CALENDAR 2020



ECR IRELAND MEMBERSHIP 2020

<5 employees

€550

<50 employees

€1,650

Corporate Group

€3,250

>15 employees

€2,150

<15 employees

€1,100

>50 employees

€2,150
Retailers & 

Suppliers

Service 

Providers

ECR Ireland membership is competitively priced.

Membership is on a company basis - Employees are on a global basis
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BENEFIT OF ECR IRELAND MEMBERSHIP

ECR IS THE FLAGSHIP FOR COLLABORATION
6

People Development Develop skills & knowledge
Keep up-to-date with local & 

global developments

Peer-to-peer 

networking

Industry Groups
ECR Supply Chain & 

OSA Workgroup 

ECR Shopper 

Workgroup

ECR Sustainability 

Interest Group

ECR Pharma 

Workgroup

Conferences & Events
ECR Supply Chain 

Summit 2020

ECR Shopper 

Engagement 

Conference & Awards 

2020

ECR Leaders 

Congress 2020

ECR Retailer Guided 

Store Tours 

Work together 

as an industry
ECR Ireland Steering Group Syndicated Research

International Links: 

ECR Community & 

Consumer Goods 

Forum



PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT AT ECR IRELAND

Skills & Knowledge

Attending ECR events will expose

participants to the latest thinking, best

practices and successful collaborative

initiatives both domestically & abroad.

The ECR Community network is

supported by over 2,500 retailers,

manufacturers and service providers

across Europe. Additionally, the ECR

Shrink & OSA Group, ECR Asia/Pacific,

EuroCommerce, AIM, GS1 in Europe and

the Consumer Goods Forum all

contribute to ECR Community.

Conferences & Awards

ECR Ireland conferences are themed

events designed to deliver

actionable insights to attendees. The

ECR Leaders Congress is a high level

event for senior executives while the

ECR Shopper Engagement

Conference and the ECR Supply

Chain Summit are aimed at relevant

practitioners.

All conferences highlight effective

collaboration.

Peer-to-Peer Networks

The core tenet of participation in ECR

events is learning through interaction

with peers. The ECR values of being

neutral, holistic, inclusive, actively

listening and practical ensure that

everybody has a place irrespective of

company size or channel. ECR Ireland

will not enter into any discussion, activity

or conduct that may infringe, on its part

or on the part of its members and

participants, any applicable competition

laws
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ECR IRELAND MEMBERS

Retailers

• BWG Foods 

• Circle K

• The Maxol Group

• Musgrave Retail Partners 
Ireland

• Tesco Ireland 

• United Drug

Suppliers

• Allegro

• Bayer

• Boyne Valley Foods

• Britvic Ireland

• Coca Cola HBC Ireland

• Dale Farm

• Diageo Ireland 

• Dr. Oetker Ireland

• Glaxo Smithkline

• Glanbia

• Green Isle Foods

• Heineken Ireland Ltd 

• Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard

• Johnson & Johnson 

• Keelings

• Kerry Foods

• Mars Foods Ireland

• Nestlé (Ireland)

• PepsiCo Ireland Food & 
Beverages

• Reckitt Benckiser

• Richmond Marketing

• Unilever 

• Valeo Foods 

Service Providers

• Auxilia Consultants

• Goosebump

• GS1 Ireland 

• IBM 

• Kantar Worldpanel

• Nielsen 

• Pharma Support

• PwC 

• Shelfstock

• Shopper Intelligence

• The Delta Group

• Timewise Systems

• Visualise
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Retailers, 
manufacturers, 
distributors and 
service providers 
from the retail, 
pharmacy and 
consumer product 
goods sector in 
Ireland



ECR STEERING GROUP

ECR Ireland Steering Group is comprised of senior 
executives from retailers, manufacturers and 
service providers within ECR membership.

The Steering Group is responsible for the strategic development of ECR 
Ireland, overseeing Workgroups & events and highlighting the hot topics & 
challenges in the industry. 

Retailer Co-Chair

• John Brennan, Fresh Category Director, Tesco Ireland

Supplier Co-Chair

• Jim Cummins, National Account Director, Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard

Members

• Brian Donaldson, CEO, The Maxol Group

• Simon Marriott, Trading Director, BWG Foods

• Eoin Butler, Supply Chain Director, MRPI

• Anne Scullion, Head of Category Development & Insight, Diageo

• Andrew Shaw, Country Manager, Nestle Ireland

• David Keeling, CEO, Keelings Retail

• Mike Byrne, CEO, GS1 Ireland

• Owen McFeely, Director, Advisory Services, Retail & Consumer Practice, 
PwC

• Colm O’Brien, Director, Solutions - Global Consumer Industry, IBM

• Sarah Love, MD, Goosebump

• Eoghan Phelan, Joint MD, Visualise

• Gill Irvine, Marketing Director, Unilever

• Declan Carolan, General Manager, ECR Ireland
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John Brennan, Retailer Co-Chair - Declan Carolan, ECR General Manager -

Jim Cummins, Supplier Co-Chair



ECR SHOPPER WORKGROUP

The ECR Shopper Workgroup is a quarterly peer-to-peer 
workgroup and is the longest running ECR Ireland Workgroup.

Its objective is to advance the standards of consumer insights, 
category management, digital & shopper marketing in Ireland 
for demand side professionals. 

Participants debate hot topics, industry challenges and global 
best practices to keep the individuals & their companies  ahead.  

Every workgroup features an in-depth/expert  presentation and 
updates retailers on recent developments and demand side news 
inc BWG Foods, Tesco, MRPI & Circle K.

Typical attendees = 15–25 per meeting.

Who should attend this workgroup?

•Category Managers

• Shopper Marketers

•Digital Marketers

• Insights Executives

•National Account Managers



The ECR Ireland Shopper Engagement Conference is the major 
annual event highlighting the path to purchase & in-store 
activation for the FMCG retail & consumer packaged goods 
sector.

Attended by c.140 demand side professionals, delegates hear 
the latest insights & successful case studies from the leading 
retailers, suppliers & experts in the grocery sector in Ireland. 

The Conference is renowned for the ECR Shopper Marketing 
Award & ECR Category Management Award.  Finalists present 
case studies on-stage followed by Q&A from Award sponsors 
Goosebump & V360°- Delegates then vote for the winners!

This unique Awards format allows for the presentation of project 
methodology & results guaranteeing rich & detailed learning for 
attending delegates.  Award entries are due in June.

Check out presentations from 2019 @ www.ecrireland.ie

ECR members benefit from a discounted fee.

ECR SHOPPER ENGAGEMENT 

CONFERENCE & AWARDS – 17 SEP 2020
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Heineken win ECR Category Management Award 2019

Unilever win ECR Shopper Marketing Award 2019

2019 Key-note speakers inc Luc Demeulenaere & Colm Rooney



ECR Community is publishing a global review of best practices in 
Category Management 2020.

The aim of this Review is to highlight successful Category Management 
case studies, approaches and execution by retailers & suppliers 
throughout the world.

The definition of “successful” is related to the resources available to the 
company involved and to the sophistication of the marketplace 
employed. At a minimum, the campaign should be ground-breaking in 
some form. 

Category Management is a cornerstone activity within ECR ever since the 
ECR 8 step approach to Category Management was developed in 
1995. It is now a global practice although ever changing as companies 
gather more data and insights, develop online & omni-channel platforms 
and better integrate with shopper marketing and advertising campaigns, 
both internally and with trading partners.

For these reasons, ECR Community is well placed to publish and 
disseminate a Review of global best practices extensively.

There are ECR Nationals in 25 countries throughout the world, extensively 
in Europe and recently in China, Colombia, Mexico and Kazakhstan 
amongst others.  This will allow for inclusion of case studies throughout the 
world and global circulation of the final review.

To facilitate such a global publication, a high-level editorial committee 
has been established including Dr. Brian Harris and Luc Demeulenaere, 
authors of the original seminal ECR publications on Category 
Management.

At present, it is expected to have best practices from five continents and 
insight articles included in the final publication.

Regular updates & insights on this project will be delivered at the ECR 
Shopper Workgroups.
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GLOBAL REVIEW OF BEST 
PRACTICE IN CATEGORY 
MANAGEMENT 2020



ECR RETAILER HOSTED STORE 
TOURS

ECR retailer hosted store tours are in-depth store walks hosted by senior retail executives.

The objective is to facilitate a better understanding of trading partners’ operations to 
develop better ways of working together.

Previous ECR store tours have been hosted by Musgraves and Tesco where senior retail 
executives discuss the operational processes of major focus areas such as …

1. Macro Space Planning

2. Store Routines

3. Category Launches

4. Home Shopping

5. Promotion Space & Execution

6. NPD Launches Effective collaboration in action

7. Product availability

8. Hot Topics

The outcome of these store tours is extraordinary as both the retail hosts and trading 
partners learn so much about each others way of working that improvements in their 
trading relationships often occur.

Check out the feedback from previous tours here.

ECR Retail tours will continue in 2020 with 3 tours planned.
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http://www.ecrireland.ie/


The ECR Digital Forums are workshops to discuss, debate, better 
understand & track the impact of digital in the grocery sector.

It includes all digital activities along the “path to purchase”, 
consumer & shopper facing.

The emphasis is on insights & case studies followed by interactive 
“round table” discussion.

Previous hosts include Fujitsu, Return2Sender, The Delta Group, IBM 
& Heineken.

The Digital Forums in 2020 will be stand alone events or 
incorporated into the ECR Shopper Workgroups.

Free to attend for ECR members.
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ECR DIGITAL FORUM



ECR PHARMA WORKGROUP

The ECR Pharma Workgroup is a quarterly peer-to-peer workgroup for 
demand side executives involved in the Pharmacy sector.

Purpose
1. Create a neutral platform to work together to advance the 

pharmacy sector.
2. Understand Irish Pharmacy consumer & shopper insights.
3. Showcase successful category management & shopper marketing in 

the Pharmacy sector.
4. Establish best Practices for operations & collaboration
5. Track international & digital developments in pharma sector.

The need for greater understanding of Irish Pharma shopper behaviour 
led to the launch of Pharma Focus in 2019 (see next page) 

Who should attend?

1. Independent pharmacy owners, pharmacy groups & wholesalers
2. Suppliers / distributors / manufacturers of product on sale in 

pharmacies
3. Pharmacy service providers

Pharma Advisory Workgroup
The Pharma Workgroup meets regularly to determine the direction, focus 
& agenda for the Workgroups.
1. Mary Magner United Drug
2. Stephen Rust V360°
3. Eoghan Phelan V360°
4. Ronan O'Flynn Wholefoods Wholesale
5. Patricia Lawrence Bayer 
6. Peter Mulvihill RB 
7. Juan Fravega Pharma Support
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Pharma Focus is a Syndicated Pharmacy Research Study 
launched by ECR Ireland & V360°.

A major focus area throughout the ECR Pharma Meetings is Irish 
Pharmacy Shopper Insights.

To meet this demand, V360° and ECR launched a syndicated 
pharmacy research solution to support suppliers, pharmacies and 
service providers aiming to unlock growth within the sector with 
relevant Irish pharmacy shopper insights.

This exciting piece of research was launched in 2019 and will 
continue in 2020 with new research.

Pharma Focus underlines the benefit of participation in ECR 
Pharma Workgroups as discussion between pharmacies, suppliers 
& service providers during the ECR Workgroups emphasised the 
need for more relevant Pharmacy Shopper Insights throughout 
the sector. Pharma Focus has thus been developed to serve this 
requirement in a cost-effective way.

Participation in Pharma Focus is open to members & non-
members of ECR Ireland with an appropriate pricing model for 
both.
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ECR PHARMA WORKGROUP



ECR SUPPLY CHAIN & OSA
WORKGROUP + SUMMIT

The ECR Supply Chain & On-Shelf Availability Workgroup is a quarterly peer-to-peer workgroup & 
network for product availability & FMCG supply chain leaders.

The focus is on the forces shaping food and grocery supply chains in Ireland in 2020 including collaboration, 
trade updates, promotions management, forecasting accuracy, out-of-stocks, shrink management and food 
waste prevention.  The impact of Brexit, technology & innovation on Supply Chain are major focus areas for 
2020.

The ECR Ireland Supply Chain & Product Availability Summit is a major supply chain event for the grocery 
& consumer product sector in Ireland.  

The speaker lineup is a high profile and experienced collection of supply chain experts from leading retailers, 
manufacturers, service providers and consultants delivering the latest insights, best practice, technology 
development and advice for supply chain performance & product availability in the Irish Grocery sector.  The 
Summit represents an opportunity for the Industry to discuss the challenges & opportunities ahead ... together. 

The ECR Supply Chain Summit 2020 will take place on 11th June 2020 - check out presentations from the 2019 
conference at www.ecrireland.ie

A key component in the concept of ECR is "Collaboration". This is most apt for the Irish supply chain community 
at present considering the supply chain implications of Brexit and that many Irish Supply Chain roles are UK 
based.  Now is the time, more than ever before, for the Irish grocery supply chain community to collaborate, 
network and work together.

Who should attend the Workgroup & Summit?

Supply Chain Managers - Product Availability experts - Logistics Service Providers – Distribution Centre 
Managers - National Account Managers - Supply Chain Technology Managers - Food Waste Management -
Supply Chain Solutions Providers - Supply Chain Consultants
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THE ECR COMMUNITY
CIRCULAR ECONOMY GROUP
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The ECR mission is one of collaboration and so is well 
positioned to help retailers, manufacturers and other 
stakeholders complete successful circular economy projects.

The Retail and Consumer Goods sector needs to rapidly 
reinvent the way consumer products are sold.

Attention needs to be given to the work being done as 
part of the EU Circular Economy Package, the global 
resource & waste management crisis and the deep 
transformation of consumer expectations and behaviours.

The ECR Community Circular Economy Group was 
recently established to increase general awareness and 
knowledge of the circular economy in the Retail and 
Consumer Goods Sector.

The group recently hosted a series of three webinars to 
present the trends emerging around the EU Circular 
Economy Package, identify new opportunities offered by 
the possible “closure of the cycles” in the value chain of the 
products and to inspire the development of actions and 
strategies in partnership with the key partners of the 
supply chain of retailers and manufacturers, including the 
consumer.  Check out the webinars here

Further webinars and output will take place in 2020 
ensuring Irish companies stay briefed on EU legislation in 
this area and also hear from companies with successful 
circular economy related case studies.

https://www.ecr-community.org/webinars-jan-2019-to-feb-2019/


ECR IRELAND FOOD & PLASTIC 
WASTE INTEREST GROUP
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NEW FOR 2020

Taking a lead from the ECR Community Circular 

Economy Group …

… ECR Ireland will set up a special interest group 

in 2020 to focus on sustainability issues of most 

interest to Irish retailers & manufacturers.

The first step will be to set up a “Kick off meeting” 

to discover the areas of most interest to the industry 

and how best we can work together on these critical 

issues.



ECR LEADERS CONGRESS 
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The ECR Leaders Congress is an 
annual conference for leaders of 
companies in the retail & CPG sector 
in Ireland.

The theme & speakers are 
determined by the industry and 
reflect the major challenges & 
opportunities of the day.

The ECR Leaders Congress 2020 will 
have a focus on sustainability.

The key-note speaker is confirmed as 
Kari Daniels, CEO, Tesco Ireland.

Check out conference details & 
further speaker announcements as 
they develop at www.ecrireland.ie

http://www.ecrireland.ie/


ECR COMMUNITY 
SHRINK & OSA GROUP

The ECR Community Shrink & OSA Group is a 
retailer-manufacturer working group focused on 
creating imaginative new ways to, together, better 
manage the problems of on-shelf availability, shrink 
and food waste.  This is a European group and 
2019 included visits to Foodcloud and Tesco Liffey
Valley.

Activities for 2020 include

1. DC Pick Accuracy Research

2. Self Checkout Design Challenge Report

3. Returns Policy Evolution & True Cost Model V2.0

4. Workgroup Meetings

 March 18th & 19th  - Hosted by Metro, Dusseldorf

 June 18th & 19th – Hosted by Primark, Dublin

 October 7th & 8th – Hosted by Tesco Prague

 June 24th & 25th - Hosted by Waitrose, Oxford

 November 18th & 19th – Hosted by Carrefour, Paris
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ECR NEWSLETTERS

22

ECR Newsletters keep ECR 
Ireland members up to date with 
the latest news & developments 
from all ECR Ireland workgroups, 
events and conferences plus ECR 
Community focus areas and 
output.

 
Subject: ECR IRELAND NEWS  

 

 

   

 

ECR IRELAND NEWS 

NOVEMBER 2019 
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NEW ECR CO-CHAIR 

JOHN BRENNAN, TESCO 

John Brennan, fresh category director, 
Tesco Ireland has been appointed as 
new ECR retailer Co-Chair. Joining Jim 
Cummins (Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard) 
as Co-Chair, John subsumes the role 
following Brian Donaldson, CEO, The 
Maxol Group. 

Read More 

  

  

 

 

  

 

ECR STORE TOUR TO  
TESCO LIFFEY VALLEY 

 

ECR Store Tours facilitate a better 
understanding of trading partners’ 
operations to develop better ways of 
working together. Tesco highlighted their 

 

 

ECR COMMUNITY SHRINK & OSA 
GROUP TO MEET IN DUBLIN  

 

ECR Ireland are supporting the ECR 
Community Shrink & OSA Group who are 
hosting their next “Sell more, Waste less” 
event in Dublin on 13 & 14 Nov. These are 
bi-annual events held at European 



WHAT IS 
EFFICIENT CONSUMER RESPONSE (ECR)?

ECR – A not-for-profit Association ECR - A Collaboration Model



ECR NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATIONS

A major benefit of being part of ECR Community is 
being part of the ECR network with ECR Nationals, 
expert groups & members.

This network allows ECR Nationals to share the most 
effective national projects often culminating in their 
adoption.   

These local networks are the most widespread 
collection of retailers, consumer goods manufacturers 
and service providers for the grocery sector in each 
of their local domains.  By aggregating the local 
networks, the most powerful network of companies in 
the European grocery sector is formed encompassing 
domestic operators and multi-national concerns 
alike.  

This massive network allows the ECR to develop 
relevant output, create widespread awareness and 
encourage global adoption.
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ECR – A COLLABORATION 
MODEL

The purpose of ECR is to facilitate companies & trading 
partners (retailers, manufacturers and service 
providers) to collaborate for the benefit of consumers in 
a sustainable way. 

“Transforming the way we work 
together to fulfil consumer wishes 
better, faster and at less cost”

ECR VISION

During its existence, thousands of companies have 
contributed to and implemented this unique 
model of excellence in collaboration across the 
consumer industry. 

This collaboration should be within the confines of 
the Focus Areas of ECR.
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ECR – A COLLABORATION MODEL

The working together concept is as 
relative to company inter-
departmental relationships as to 
those relationships with external 
trading partners.  

A truly integrated strategy must 
involve a retailer’s Buying and 
Supply Chain Departments working 
together with a supplier’s Sales and 
Production teams. 

As such, the majority of ECR’s 
activity is within Supply side and 
Demand side operations. 

Supporting the business standards to 
facilitate widespread collaboration 
is essential as is the need for ECR to 
be as relevant as possible by 
identifying emerging trends and 
defining better approaches for their 
adoption.
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Source – ECR Europe 1996



ECR ANTI-TRUST CAUTION

ECR Ireland will not enter into any 
discussion, activity or conduct that may 
infringe, on its part or on the part of its 
members and participants, any applicable 
competition laws. By way of example, 
members and participants shall not discuss, 
communicate or exchange any 
commercially sensitive information, 
including non-public information relating to 
prices, marketing and advertisement 
strategy, costs and revenues, trading terms 
and conditions with third parties, including 
purchasing strategy, terms of supply, 
trade programmes or distribution strategy. 

This applies not only to discussion in formal 
meetings but also to informal discussions 
before, during or after meetings.
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CONTACT ECR 
IRELAND

Declan Carolan

General Manager, ECR Ireland

Co-Chair, ECR Community

Digital Office Centre, 12 Camden Row, Dublin 8, 
Ireland.

T +353 1 479 0506

M +353 87 235 2148

E declancarolan@ecrireland.ie

W www.ecrireland.ie
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